
GOAAS-NM-ED-2-O2×5+FS2×3-CN-AEG-1P220

Automatic Mattress Protector Skirting
Sewing Machine 

GOAAS-NM-ED-2-O4×5-CN-AEG-1P220

Rubber band overlocking effect

Finished product effect

Rubber band with binding

Finished product effect

Suitable for processing of fitted sheet, all-in-one to finish the 
stitching of rubber band and bed skirt, as well as the 
overlocking of bed skirt to mattress protector layer.

Automatic Mattress Protector Skirting 
Sewing Machine(Interlock+Overlock)

Automatic Mattress Protector
Skirting Sewing Machine (Overlock)

Application Application
Suitable for processing of fitted sheet, all-in-one to finish 
the stitching of rubber band and bed skirt, as well as the
overlocking of bed skirt to mattress protector layer.
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Configuration

Lead screw drive Large Thread Spools Design Vacuum Absorption Device
20240320

Parameters

Model

Stitch

Bed Skirt Sewing Width

Power

Max. Speed

Power Supply

Machine Size

Air Supply

GOAAS-NM-ED-2-O2×5+FS2×3-CN-AEG-1P220

Head Configuration

200mm-500mm

2kW

7000RPM

220V/50Hz

0.4MPa-0.8MPa

Machine Name

Model

Stitch

Head Configuration

Machine Name

Upper/lower machine head:
Pegasus overlock sewing machine

GOAAS-NM-ED-2-O4×5-CN-AEG-1P220

Automatic Mattress Protector Skirting 
Sewing Machine(Interlock+Overlock)

Overlock + Interlock Stitches Overlock

2650mm×2050mm×1850mm (L×W×H)

Automatic Mattress Protector
Skirting Sewing Machine (Overlock)

Features

1. Upper head with Pegasus interlock sewing, lower head with      
    Pegasus overlocking machine (overlock stitches), high speed and 
    stable performance.
2. The upper & lower workpieces work synchronously, integrated 
    the sewing of rubber band binding and the sewing of bed skirt to 
    the mattress protector layer all finished in one.
3. Rubber band tension control and automatic guiding structure, 
    ensure the rubber band automatic sewn and finished.
4. Automatic bed skirt edge correction and alignment, ensure no 
    defect during rubber band sewing, keep the stitching continuously.
5. Foot pedal controls the sewing speed, cutting & sewing integrated,     
    excess scrap suction device gives suction and collection function.
6. Support for 200mm – 500mm width bed skirt.
7. Thread breakage detection.
8. Large thread spools are installed on the thread stand, to reduce 
    the frequent of thread changes.
9. Machine has less occupation space, low power consumption, 
    reduce energy waste.

1. Pegasus overlock sewing head with high speed and stable 
    performance.
2. The upper & lower workpieces work synchronously, integration of 
    the sewing of rubber band to bed skirt sheet, and the sewing of bed 
    skirt to the mattress protector layer all finished in one.
3. Rubber band tension control and automatic guiding structure, 
    ensure the rubber band automatic sewn and finished.
4. Automatic bed skirt edge correction and alignment, ensure no 
    defect during rubber band sewing, keep the stitching continuously.
5. Foot pedal controls the sewing speed, cutting & sewing integrated, 
    excess scrap suction device gives suction and collection function.
6. Support for 200mm – 500mm width bed skirt.
7. Thread breakage detection.
8. Large thread spools are installed on the thread stand, to reduce 
    the frequent of thread changes.
9. Machine has less occupation space, low power consumption, 
    reduce energy waste.

Automatic edge alignment
function

HMI human-machine-interface
touch screen

Upper head: Pegasus Interlock
Lower head: Pegasus Overlock


